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Error Analysis and Field Correction Methods in
Superconducting Undulators
E. Rochepault, D. Arbelaez, S. O. Prestemon, and R. D. Schlueter
Abstract—In Free Electron Lasers (FEL), the electron trajec-
tory through the undulator must meet stringent requirements
in terms of trajectory wander and phase variation. This paper
analyzes the feasibility of using line current pairs as correctors
for superconducting undulators given a set of expected fabrication
errors. A tolerance study has first been performed to investigate
the impact of geometrical errors on the field quality. These errors
are corrected with line currents that increase or decrease the
magnetic field locally. Once the uncorrected trajectory is known,
an algorithm finds the minimum number of correctors required
to fulfill the trajectory specifications, and gives the corrector
locations. All the correctors can be powered with the same current,
greatly simplifying the implementation. The current then offers
a degree of freedom to correct the trajectory and can be tuned
dynamically as a function of the magnetic deflection.
Index Terms—Correction, free electron laser (FEL), magnetic
design, superconducting, tuning, undulators.
I. INTRODUCTION
FREE ELECTRON LASERS (FEL) produce high bright-ness X-ray beams greatly prized by synchrotron light
sources. Undulators are used to generate the radiation wave and
an operating field control allows tuning the wavelength. Over
the last 25 years, a great interested has been shown for super-
conducting undulators, with successful tests reported [1]–[3].
The major advantage of the superconducting technology is
to offer, either a higher operating field for the same period
length, or a smaller period for the same operating field. This
leads to access to higher energy radiation and larger tuning
ranges. The radiation wavelength is tuned with the main coils
current. The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)
is developing an undulator technology using superconducting
Nb3Sn coils tailored to the needs of soft X-ray FELs. Three
proof-of-principle short prototypes were previously tested [4]–
[6] and showed promising results.
The correction of the electron trajectory errors through the
undulator is a critical step for the proper operation of the
FEL. These errors originate from machining and winding
imperfections. Several correction concepts have already been
proposed. Some are passive, such as magnetic shims [7],
inductive shimming coils [8], or indentations into the poles
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Fig. 1. Photograph of the winding process of the Nb3Sn undulator prototype
developed at LBNL.
[9]. Other are active, such as superconducting coils [5], [10]
and a superconducting switch network [11]. The concept of
correction with line current pairs has been proposed in [12].
The switching device has been successfully tested, but a full
correction network has not been fabricated yet. The correctors
consist in thin HTS tapes with patterned current paths triggered
with heaters. These tapes can be glued on the poles. It will be
shown in this paper how the errors can be corrected dynamically
with corrector coils. First, the device used for the study will be
presented in Section II. Then, a tolerance study (Section III)
will describe the different types of geometrical errors and their
effect on the trajectory. Finally, the Section IV will explain how
these errors can be corrected with a set of line current pairs.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE
A. Main Parameters
The device used in this study is a superconducting undula-
tor prototype currently in fabrication at LBNL and aimed at
studying the field quality. It is a 25-period undulator (0.5 m),
composed of Nb3Sn coils and a ferromagnetic yoke, as depicted
in Fig. 1. The conductor used is a 0.48 mm diameter Modified
Jelly Roll (OST) strand, with a copper to noncopper ratio
of 1.13 and a Jc(12 T, 4.2 K) = 8060 A/mm2 [6]. The gap
between the two halves is 7.5 mm. The nominal engineering
current density is JE = 1610 A/mm2 (80% of the short sample
limit), corresponding to a peak field of 2.22 T and a deflection
parameter K = 4.14.
B. Magnetic Design
1) Trajectory Errors: Through the undulator, the electrons
undergo magnetic deflections and exit with an angle and/or
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
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displacement. The force Fy exerted on an electron of mass m,
charge q, Lorentz factor γ, and speed vz is proportional to the
magnetic field Bx according to the Lorentz force law
Fx = −qvzBy = −γmd
2x
dt2
= −γmv2z
d2x
dz2
. (1)
Then the position derivative is given by the first integral of the
field
dx
dz
(z) = − q
γmvz
z∫
−∞
Bydz
2. (2)
And the position is obtained with the second integral
x(z) = − q
γmvz
∫ z∫
−∞
Bydz
2. (3)
In order to meet the FEL requirements, the electron trajectory
must remain within a certain tolerance band along the entire
length of the undulator. In addition, so as to maximize the
radiation intensity, the electron wave must be in phase with
the radiation wave it is producing. Every field perturbation
will add a phase advance or delay to the trajectory, resulting
in phase errors [7]. For the following of the study, the LCLS
project requirements [7] are assumed: |I1| < 40× 103 T.mm,
| ∫ ∫ Bxdz2| < 50 T.mm2, and a RMS (Root Mean Square) of
the phase error PhaseRMS,err < 10◦.
2) Coil Pattern: The undulator ends for the prototype de-
scribed here have been designed so as to produce no kick and
no displacement. In order to produce no net first and second
integral under ideal conditions (no saturation for instance), the
pole potentials follow the binomial expansion pattern [13] (0,
−1/4, +3/4, −1, +1, etc.). The corresponding pattern for the
number of turns per coil is (−1/8, +4/8, −7/8, +1, −1, etc.).
3) End Correctors: First, the trajectory errors, due to the
approximation in the end pattern and the nonlinear magnetic
behavior of the yoke, have to be corrected. Also, due to the odd
number of poles and the yoke magnetization, a dipole is created
in the undulator. This dipole has to be canceled, since it will
provide an additional and undesired displacement. Two sets of
independent corrector coils are first placed in the ends to correct
the dipole and end kicks. The residual displacement could also
be corrected with a third set of coils. However, in practice, this
displacement is low, and a dedicated set of correctors would
complicate the structure. If the residual displacement does not
fulfill the requirements, it can be corrected further by the line
current correctors presented in Section IV.
III. TOLERANCE STUDY
The undulator ends are not the only source of trajectory
errors. All the imperfections in yoke machining and winding
will create local perturbations in the magnetic field and so
in the trajectory. All these errors accumulated can lead to a
nonnegligible drift of the electrons, undesired for the FEL
operation.
Fig. 2. Four different types of pole errors. (a) The pole is higher. As the
flux is high through this part, the field will be strengthened locally. (b) The
pole is thicker, which will increase also the field locally. Consequently,
the adjacent pockets are thinner and the current density of the corresponding
coils is increased to keep a constant current. (c) The pocket is deeper, and
the coil current density is lower. (d) The pocket is wider, and the coil current
density is lower. It is assumed that the same amount of pole material from each
neighboring pole is removed, which leads to a symmetric signature. Note that
this error is also equivalent to two consecutive pole errors (b) with the same
amplitude.
A. Different Error Types
The four main types of yoke geometrical errors were investi-
gated; they are illustrated in Fig. 2. Of course, these errors can
be considered positively or negatively. Moreover, it is assumed
that local winding errors are negligible compare to yoke errors,
and will be neglected in this study. The signature of each error
is computed by subtracting the case with the considered error
to the case without error. The computations are carried out
with Opera to take into account the saturation effects. Fig. 3
thus shows that a Gaussian curve can be made to fit the error
signature very accurately. For the rest of the study, the following
fits are applied to simulate an error signature. The pole errors
(a), (b), are characterized by even functions
Bpole err = c exp
(
z2
2d2
)
(4)
whereas the coil errors (c), (d), feature odd functions
Bcoil err = c
z
d2
exp
(
z2
2d2
)
. (5)
c and d have different values according to the error type. The
error signatures have been computed with different operating
fields. 100 μm errors have been considered, assuming small
errors which justifies a linearization. The coil errors produce
only a displacement. The total displacement being the sum of
displacement errors, the standard deviation of coil errors scales
with the N1/2err . The number of errors Nerr equals the number of
poles, which is proportional to the undulator length Lund. Coil
errors then scale with the L1/2und. Moreover, for the poles errors,
the total displacement is given by the sum of kick errors times
the length of the drift. By calculating the variance of a random
process with kicks and drift sections, one can derive that pole
errors scale with L3/2und. This means that all the errors will grow
with the undulator length and that pole errors will feature an
even bigger effect.
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Fig. 3. Gaussian fits for two types of error signatures at 2.22 T and with an error size s = s0 = 0.1 mm. Left: type (a), right: type (c).
Fig. 4. Histograms of the errors, generated for 1000 cases with an operating
field of 2.22 T. BRMS,err: RMS value of the field errors. I1,end,err: end value
of the first integral errors. I2,extr,err: extremum value of the second integral
errors. PhaseRMS,err: RMS value of the phase errors.
B. Monte Carlo Simulation
In order to determine if an additional correction is needed to
compensate for the tolerance errors, a statistic study has been
carried out. First, the geometrical errors have been measured
on the yoke prototype with a Coordinate Measurement Ma-
chine. The standard deviations are 2.9 μm for the pole heights,
0.84 μm for the pole lengths, 1.9 μm for the coil heights, and
0.82 μm for the coil lengths. Once all the error signatures are
recorded, a Monte Carlo simulation is performed using Matlab.
A 165-period undulator (3.3 m) is considered in this study,
corresponding to the NGLS target. The measured standard
deviations are then implemented in this error analysis. For each
case, four types of errors per period are generated with random
sizes. The trajectory will depend a lot on the error distribution.
The errors can either compensate each other or accumulate,
resulting in high exit angle and displacement. Fig. 4 illustrates
the statistics of the trajectory errors obtained with the Monte
Carlo simulation. The average RMS field error is 5.00× 10−4 T
and its standard deviation is 1.98× 10−5 T. The standard
deviations of the exit angle and the maximum trajectory walk-
off are, respectively 0.11 T.mm and 220 T.mm2. These values
are above the specifications defined in Section II-B1, and need
to be corrected with an additional set of correctors. The standard
deviation of the phase errors is only 0.6◦, and does not need to
be corrected.
Fig. 5. Schematics of the different corrector combinations with their field, first
integral, second integral, and phase signatures.
IV. LINE CURRENT CORRECTORS
A. Different Corrector Combinations
The concept of line current correctors proposed in [12] is
used. However, the correction scheme proposed here considers
correctors with an unidirectional current and no heater. All the
correctors are powered in series with a maximum current of
50 A. Consequently, the degrees of freedom for the correction
are the corrector locations and the current. The choice of these
parameters will be clarified in the next sub-section. Different
correctors can also be combined to act differently on the first
integral, the second integral, or the phase. Fig. 5 illustrates the
location of the correctors and their effect on the trajectory.
1) Kick Correctors: The signature of a single corrector can
be approximated with a Gaussian. Single correctors will pro-
vide a pure kick. A corrector located on a positive pole will give
a phase advance, whereas it will give a phase delay if located
on a negative pole. If placed on a coil, a corrector will have no
impact on the net phase advance.
2) Displacement Correctors: If two correctors are placed
head to tail, the provided angle will be zero but they will exhibit
a net displacement. There is no phase correction if such a pair
is placed on a pole.
3) Phase Correctors: If placed on a coil, a pair of correctors
will also add a phase advance.
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Fig. 6. Trajectory and phase errors before and after correction. The location
of the correctors is symbolized with blue arrows.
B. Correction Algorithm
Considering the nominal parameters of the undulator (2.2 T
operating field, correctors powered with 50 A), a corrector
produces an operating field of 3.8 mT. In the worst case, a
pole error can be 2.7 mT in total, which means that there is
potentially enough correctors to correct all the errors. Anyways,
there is no need to correct locally every error, since a lot of er-
rors cancel each other. Consequently, the number of correctors
can be reduced. The Monte Carlo simulation presented above
allowed to estimate the average number of correctors to 9.3 (for
a total of 331 poles). Then an algorithm is used to compute
the corrector locations while fulfilling the initial specification.
The main idea is to cancel the exit angle, while minimizing the
trajectory walk-off, by adding necessary kicks. The correctors
used are line current pairs located at the poles. This algorithm
can be described by the following basic steps:
1) The correctors are placed so as to minimize the trajectory
walk-off. If the local extremum is negative (positive),
correctors providing a positive (negative) kick are placed.
2) Since the number of correctors is an integer, the exit angle
will not be exactly zero. However, it can be canceled by
adapting the current.
3) Once the correctors are glued at their fixed positions, the
current is tuned to cancel the exit kick at every operating
field.
Note that other algorithm methods could use less correctors,
but would result in higher exit angle and trajectory walk-off.
To test the algorithm, a random case is generated. It has been
chosen so as the errors are representative of the errors computed
with the Monte Carlo simulation. The first and second integrals
are, respectively 0.13 T.mm and 257 T.mm2 at the exit. The
RMS phase error is 0.8◦. Only 11 correctors are required to
cancel the exit kick while keeping the second integral within
the specifications. Fig. 6 shows the corrected trajectory. After
correction, the exit kick is exactly zero for all cases, the
Fig. 7. Normalized number of correctors versus the standard deviation of
errors.
maximum walk-off is −15.8 T.mm2, and the RMS phase error
is only 0.4◦. As a last step, the current is tuned to cancel the exit
kick at any operating field.
This algorithm is mainly dedicated to the correction of the
second integral (trajectory), but if the requirements were to be
more stringent (decrease the phase errors for instance), other
combinations of correctors presented in Fig. 5 could be used.
The example presented above has been generated with good
tolerances errors, and required few correctors. However, a good
machining tolerance might not be guaranteed in all cases. The
average number of correctors required to correct the trajectory
has been estimated for different error levels, assuming 2.2 T
operating field and a 50 A corrector current. Fig. 7 shows
that the number of correctors is proportional to the errors. The
measured errors (0.8 to 2.9 μm) require to cover only a few
percent of the poles. Moreover, if a corrector is placed on each
pole (331), it is possible to correct 50 μm errors.
V. CONCLUSION
Undulator tuning is an essential component for the good
operation of FELs. A field correction scheme, applicable to
superconducting undulators, has been presented. First, two
independent sets of corrector coils are used in the ends to cancel
both the exit slope and displacement created by end effects. In
addition, the yoke imperfections disrupt locally the magnetic
field. A model of the magnetic signature of these errors have
been established and can be used to predict the field errors.
Then, line current pairs are implemented to correct the elec-
tron trajectory. Different combinations can be used to correct
kick, displacement, and phase errors. An algorithm is used to
determine the corrector locations. The locations are fixed, but
the current can be tuned to adapt to the undulator operating
field. Finally, with their respective power supply, these three
sets of correctors offer three degrees of freedom to correct the
end errors and the random local errors, at any operating field.
The method presented can be easily used to correct the field
errors in undulators: it is adaptable and especially can save a lot
of time during the tricky process of tuning.
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